MINI CUBE HD CAMERA

Product Number : IPC2202

This Wi-Fi HD camera packs big features in a small package. It connects with other Home8 devices on your network to record triggered events automatically. Use it to keep an eye on kids or pets, or to cover key entry points to your home

KEY FEATURES

• Discreet Wi-Fi camera for the home or office
• Toggle between motion-activated or continuous recording
• Captures still and live video
• Automatic night vision
• Expandable flash storage
• Factory-paired for easy installation
• Built-in mic and speakers for 2-way audio

SPECIFICATIONS

• Video resolution: 720p High Definition (1280 x 720)
• Frame rate: up to 30fps
• Field of view: 100°
• Video format: H.264
• Wi-Fi: IEEE 802.11 b/g/n
• Wi-Fi Security: WPA/WPA2 PSK
• Storage: Micro SD Card 32GB SDHC